Single Origin Drip Filter Coffee
What is Drip Filter Coffee
Drip filter coffee is a non-pressurised, soft brew method of making
coffee. The method accentuates intricate flavours when compared to
other brewing methods. This makes it a popular choice for single
origin coffee, since it allows the flavours and aromas to shine.
Variety
Our current single origin variety is Ethiopian Sidamo
This has been specifically developed for drip filter brewing

Ethiopian
Sidamo
3 Natural
Certification:
Fair Trade Organic
Producer:
Sidama Coffee Farmers’ Cooperative Union
Milling Process:
Fully washed. Dried on raised beds

Our Drip Filter product
This product is exclusive to Procope Workplace Catering Customers
and was developed to provide ready to drink coffee for larger
meetings or functions
When you order a Single Origin Drip Filter product from us you’ll
receive a freshly brewed 2L canister which is enough for around 10
coffees. If you need more, we can supply an additional canister. The
coffee is ready to drink & keeps hot for up to 3 hours.
We also supply tasting notes to help educate your drinkers

Aroma:
Floral, slightly woody

Benefits
1. Perfect for larger meetings (10+ people). No need to make
multiple espresso or ‘pod’ coffees or continuously refill plungers
2. No mess. (i.e. no spent coffee grounds or used pods to dispose of)
3. Cost effective. A 2L canister costs $5 or $0.50 per 200ml cup*.
This compares well with other methods:
Espresso or Pod - $0.80 - $1.00 per cup
Plunger $0.50 per cup

Acidity:
Low acidity, winey

*with any food catering order

Flavour:
Lemon, cane sugar, berries with a finish
that is soft and bright
Body:
Medium, smooth

About Ethiopian Coffee
Ethiopa is the 5th largest coffee growing region in
the world, producing around 400,000 tonnes
annually
Sidamo green coffees are grown on mountainside
‘fincas’ (farms) at 1500 – 2200 metres above see
level in the Ethiopian Highlands

GF Gluten Free

DF Dairy Free
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